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２． Specific usage status of the system and

published in two highly regarded journals.
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４． Conclusion
Terahertz
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combined

with

quantum chemical software. Anharmonic

quantum chemical calculations are powerful

VPT2 method has been employed on a DFT

tools for determining the molecular properties

level

vibrational

of "water treated” polymer films and the

frequencies and intensities. Single-hybrid
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and double-hybrid DFT functionals (i.e.
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properties and new material development for

complex molecular systems,

the

those which form a hydrogen-bond, with

polymer

material

which
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recently more various properties and functions
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with understanding the mechanism of the

anharmonic
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physical properties expression.
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５． Schedule and prospect for the future

current next goal is to reproduce the trends
observed in the experimental data (shifting of

Our plan for the next fiscal year is to further

bands in terahertz region) among various

develop a viable approach for simulation of

polymer types, mainly from nylon family.
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